It is common to see mobile recordings being presented as a forensic trace in a court. In such cases, a forensic expert is asked to analyze both suspect and criminal's voice samples in order to determine the strength-of-evidence. This process is known as Forensic Voice Comparison (FVC). The Likelihood ratio (LR) framework is commonly used by the experts and quite often required by the expert's associations "best practice guides". Nevertheless, the LR accepts some practical limitations due both to intrinsic aspects of its estimation process and the information used during the FVC process. These aspects are embedded in a more general one, the lack of knowledge on FVC reliability. The question of reliability remains a major challenge, particularly for FVC systems where numerous variation factors like duration, noise, linguistic content or... within-speaker variability are not taken into account. Recently, we proposed an information theory-based criterion able to estimate one of these factors, the homogeneity of information between the two sides of a FVC trial. Thanks to this new criterion, we wish to explore new aspects of homogeneity in this article. We wish to question the impact of homogeneity on reliability separately on target and non-target trials. The study is performed using FABIOLE, a publicly available database dedicated to this kind of studies with a large number of recordings per target speaker. Our experiments report large differences of homogeneity impact between FVC genuine and impostor trials. These results show clearly the importance of intra-speaker variability effects in FVC reliability estimation. This study confirms also the interest of homogeneity measure for FVC reliability.
Introduction
Forensic voice comparison (FVC) is based on the comparison of a recording of an unknown criminal's voice (the question piece or trace) and a recording of a known suspect's voice (the comparison piece). It aims to indicate whether the evidence supports the prosecution (Hp, the two speech excerpts are pronounced by the same speaker) or the defence (H d , the two speech excerpts are pronounced by two different speakers) hypotheses. In FVC, as well as in several other forensic disciplines, the Bayesian paradigm is recognized as the logical and theoretically sounded framework to model forensic problems [1, 2, 3] . In this framework, the likelihood ratio (LR) is used to present the results of the forensic expertise. The LR not only supports one of the hypotheses but also quantifies the strength of its support. The LR is calculated using Equation 1 .
where E is the trace, Hp is the prosecution hypothesis (same origin), and H d is the defence hypothesis (different origins). The LR's numerator corresponds to a numerical statement about the degree of similarity of the evidence with respect to the suspect and the denominator to a numerical statement about the degree of typicality with respect to the relevant population [4] .
Theoretically, the LR provides a founded value of the relative strength of its support to the prosecutor or the defender hypothesis and thus, is self-sufficient and does not need any confidence measure to take into account characteristics of a specific voice comparison trial. In practice the situation is different: the LR is approximated using a specific process and this process accepts some limitations. It is particularly true when automatic FVC is considered, as the ASR systems are outputting a score in all situations regardless the case specific conditions. Moreover, the ASR FVC systems use different normalization steps to see a score as a LR, including the so-called "calibration". Several variability factors are not taken into account explicitly such as trial conditions (quantity and quality of information involved in both voice recordings), the phonetic content [5] or speaker intrinsic characteristic [6, 7] . Despite the huge impact of intraspeaker variability in ASR system, this factor is still not well addressed in the different evaluation campaigns such as NIST framework due to the low number of available utterances per speaker.
Recently, we introduced FABIOLE [8] , a database dedicated to FVC reliability estimation. It provides a large number of recordings per speaker and hence each speaker has a large number of target trials. In [9] , we proposed NHM, a measure of the homogeneity of the acoustic information between the two voice records of a voice comparison trial. We highlighted a large performance variability depending on the level of homogeneity estimated using NHM.
In this paper, we wish to investigate more deeply the impact of homogeneity on FVC reliability using FABIOLE database. Particularly, we are taking advantage of FABIOLE to highlight NHM behavioral differences when target versus non-target LRs are on spotlights, knowing that misleading non-target LRs do not have the same potential consequences than for target LRs (innocent convicted vs criminal unpunished). This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reminds the homogeneity measure. Section 3 describes the experimental protocol, Fabiole database and the baseline ASR system used in this article. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Then, section 5 presents the conclusion and proposes some extends of the current work.
Information theory based homogeneity measure
In this section, we present briefly NHM, the information theory (IT) based acoustic homogeneity measure presented in [9, 10] . Its objective is to calculate the amount of acoustic information that appertains to the same (acoustic) class between the two voice records. The set of acoustic frames gathered from the two files SA and SB is decomposed into acoustic classes thanks to a Gaussian mixture Model (GMM) clustering. Then the homogeneity is estimated based on the number of acoustic frames of SA and SB linked to the same acoustic class.
Each acoustic class is represented by the corresponding Gaussian component of the GMM model. The occupation vector could be seen as the number of acoustic frames of a given recording belonging to each class m. It is noted: • γ(m) and ω(m) are respectively the occupation and the prior of Gaussian m where
• γA(m) (respectively γB(m) ) is the partial occupations of the m th component due to the voice records SA (respectively SB).
• pm is the probability of the Bernoulli distribution of the m th bit (due to the m th component), B(pm). pm=
.
• H(pm) the entropy of the m th Gaussian (the unit is bits) given by:
NHM measures the (non normalized) Bic Entropy Expectation BEE with respect of the quantity of information present in each acoustic class {γ(m)}
3. Experimental protocol 3.1. Corpus FABIOLE is a speech database created within the ANR-12-BS03-0011 FABIOLE project. The main goal of this database is to investigate the reliability of ASR-based FVC. FABIOLE is primarily designed to allow studies on intra-speaker variability and the other factors are controlled as much as possible: channel variability is reduced as all the excerpts come from French radio or television shows; the recordings are clean in order to decrease noise effects; the duration is controlled with a minimum duration of 30 seconds of speech; gender is "neutralized" by using only recordings from male speakers; and, finally, the number of target and non-target trials per speaker is fixed. FABIOLE database contains 130 male French native speakers divided into two sets:
• Set T : 30 target speakers each associated with 100 recordings.
• Set I: 100 impostor speakers. Each impostor pronounced one recording. These files are used mainly for non-target trials.
FABIOLE allows to propose more than 150, 000 matched pairs (target trials) and more than 4.5millions non-matched pairs (non-target trials). In this paper, we use only the T set. The trials are divided into 30 subsets, one for each T speaker. For one subset, the voice comparison pairs are composed of at least one recording pronounced by the corresponding T speaker. It gives for a given subset 294950 pairs of recordings distributed as follows: 4950 same-speaker pairs and 290k different-speakers pairs. The target pairs are obtained using all the combinations of the 100 recordings available for the corresponding T speaker (C 2 100 targets pairs). Non-targets pairs are obtained by pairing each of the target speaker's recording (100 are available) with each of the recordings of the 29 remaining speakers, forming 100 × 100 × 29 = 290k non-target pairs.
FABIOLE contains recordings gathered from different kind of speakers, including journalists, announcers, politicians, chroniclers, interviewers, etc. FABIOLE material is close to the one of REPERE [11] , ESTER 1, ESTER 2 [12] and ETAPE [13] . This characteristic allows to use these databases as a source of training data. More details can be found in [8] .
Baseline LIA speaker recognition System
In all experiments, we use as baseline the LIA SpkDet system presented in [14] .This system is developed using the AL-IZE/SpkDet open-source toolkit [15, 16, 17] . It uses the I-vector approach [18] . Acoustic features are composed of 19 LFCC parameters, its derivatives, and 11 second order derivatives. The bandwidth is restricted to 300-3400 Hz in order to suit better with FVC applications.
The Universal Background Model (UBM) has 512 components. The UBM and the total variability matrix, T , are trained on ESTER 1&2, REPERE and ETAPE databases on male speakers that do not appear in the FABIOLE database. They are estimated using "7, 690" sessions from "2, 906" speakers whereas the inter-session matrix W is estimated on a subset (selected by keeping only the speakers who have pronounced at least two sessions) using "3, 410" sessions from "617" speakers. The dimension of the I-Vectors in the total variability space is 400. For scoring, PLDA scoring [19] is applied.
Evaluation metric
We use the C llr widely used in forensic voice comparison as it is designed to evaluate the LR and is not based on hard decisions like, for example, equal error rate (EER) [20, 21, 22, 23] . C llr has the meaning of a cost or a loss: the lower the C llr is, better is the performance. C llr can be calculated as follows:
LR C T AR llr
As shown in Equation 3, C llr can be decomposed into the sum of two parts:
• C
T AR llr
, which is the average information loss related to target trials.
• C NON llr
, which is the average information loss related to non-target trials.
This decomposition allows to quantify the information loss relative to both kind of comparison. In this paper, we use an affine calibration transformation [24] estimated using all the trial subsets (pooled condition) using FoCal Toolkit [25] . C llr can also be seen as a sum of two errors: error relative to the calibration process, denoted C cal llr , and error relative to the discrimination power of the system, denoted C min llr . The quality of the calibration (i.e., the mapping from score to loglikelihood-ratio) could be evaluated by calculating C cal llr given by the following Equation:
A system is deemed well-calibrated when it has a low miscalibration cost and is, therefore, able to provide more reliable likelihood ratio values.
Results
The global C llr (computed using all the trial subsets put together) is equal to 0.12631bits and the corresponding global EER is 2.88%. The performance level is similar to the level showed during the large evaluation campaigns (like the NIST's ones). This global representation hides, among other things, the information loss related to target and non-target trials.
Information loss for target and non-target trials
In order to highlight variability of information loss between target and non-target trials, we present, in Figure 1 , C llr estimated individually for each T speaker subset (the result are presented following the same ranking as done in [6] ). In this figure, C llr is divided into C
T AR llr
and C
NON llr
as shown in Equation 3. A deeper look at the relative weight of target and non-target trials in the global C llr shows that target trials bring in general about two third of C llr loss (0.67 vs 0.33). This proportion is significantly higher (up to 0.94 vs 0.06) for the speakers who present the largest C llr loss contribution. Results also show that information loss related to non-target trials (measured by C NON llr ) presents a quite small variation regarding speakers while there is a huge inter-speaker variation of the information loss related to target trials (measured by C
T AR llr
). Figure 2 presents for all the trials, the homogeneity measure, NHM, in function of C llr (as well as C min llr and C cal llr ). In order to compute the C llr corresponding to a given NHM value, we apply on the trials sorted by homogeneity values a sliding window containing 1/10 of all trials, moved using a step of N values (N is equal to the size of the window). On each window, we compute the averaged C llr to be compared with the NHM value, computed here as the median value on the window. The shape of the curve brings interesting comments. The C llr is decreasing in function of NHM with a quite consistent evolution from (NHM=4650, C llr =0.44) to (NHM=11140, C llr =0.04bits). A large significant correlation between the homogeneity values NHM and the C llr is observed, confirmed by a large correlation coefficients, Spearman ρ=-0.99, Kendall's τ =-0.99 and a p-value < 0.001 (R 2 is also provided for comparison purpose). NHM appears to be able to predict correctly the performance class in terms of C llr using only the two speech recordings of a voice comparison trial.
HM impact on target and non-targets trials
In Figure 2 , the impact of homogeneity on genuine and impostor LRs is not visible. To investigate this point, we present in Figure 3 a scatter point corresponding to (NHM,C llr ) as well as box-plot for better visualization. The vizualization is proposed separately for target (a and c) and non-target (b and d) trials. Several important comments could be extracted from Figure 3 : • For target trials, it is interesting to notice that both C llr average values and standard deviation are decreasing when the homogeneity is increasing. The general shape of the curve is clearly exponential. Indeed, C llr average value and standard deviation (C llr , SD) vary quite consistent between (0.406, 1.06) and (0.004, 0.04). Starting on "bin 4", C llr is becoming infinitesimal as NHM increases. This observation indicates that the LR accuracy and reliability are directly linked to the acoustic homogeneity between the two files of a voice comparison trial.
• For non-target trials, the situation is less easy to interpret. First, the right part of the plot shows a behavior comparable to the previous case: after a specific value, the C llr is decreasing when NHM is increasing. But the left part of the curve doesn't show at all this direct relation between NHM and C llr . Interestingly, these homogeneity values correspond to the largest calibration losses shown in Figure 2 . For non-target trials, if homogeneity is still a required parameter, it seems that it is not a sufficient criterion to predict the reliability of a voice comparison trial. We could hypothesize that the presence of the same acoustic criterion in both audio files is needed in order to separate two speakers, but is not sufficient: cues able to discriminate these two speakers are also needed. This hypothesis is corroborated by [26] where we showed that the phonological information used to discriminate a pair of speakers depends on the speakers themselves.
Conclusion
This work is focused on forensic context and investigates differences in reliability between target and non-target LRs. This work took advantage of FABIOLE, a database designed for this purpose.
We showed firstly that the target trials bring about two third of C llr loss compared to non-target trials (0.67 vs. 0.33). This proportion is significantly higher for some speakers (up to 0.94 vs 0.06). These results suggest strongly the presence of a high intra-speaker variability effect in FVC. This factor should be taken into account in reliability evaluation.
In a second step, we investigate the relations between the acoustic homogeneity measured using NHM and C llr . NHM confirmed its ability to predict the C llr class based only on the two speech recordings of a given voice comparison trial. The impact of homogeneity was also examined separately on genuine and impostor trials. For target trials, we found that a good NHM is directly linked to a low level of C llr loss. It says that an acceptable amount of homogeneous acoustic information is enough to authorize the system to evaluate if the two files come from the same source. For the 70% highest NHM, the corresponding C llr are ≈0. For non-target trials, the same behavior than for target trials is observed for the 70% highest NHM. For the 30% lowest NHM, there is no clear link between NHM and C llr . We could hypothesized that for non-target trials having common acoustic material is not enough and the presence of adequate cues for the in-interest pair of speakers is mandatory. Further work is needed, on a larger number of speakers, in order to precise the scope of this behavior.
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